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Installation Instructions for Retro-Fit Wind Ties*  
 

Required tools: sharp awl, rivet gun, hammer drill w/ ¼” concrete bit 
 

To attach wind tie to curtain: 
 

1. Using awl, punch four evenly spaced holes in section of webbing to be 
attached to curtain (it may help to use a soft piece of wood as backing 
and tap awl with a hammer). 

2. Holding webbing up to curtain in the desired position, mark four 
corresponding holes on the curtain.  Punch through with awl, being 
careful not to ream them too wide. 

3. Rivet wind tie to curtain with the rivet (provided) passing first through 
the webbing, then the curtain, then the washer (also provided).  Make 
sure all four rivets are securely fastened.  

 
To attach D-ring to ground: 
 

1. Position D-ring so it will line up with wind tie when curtain is in place.   
2. Mark the two holes on the ground, making sure they line up with the 

holes on the D-ring. 
3. Remove D-ring from position and drill two ¼” holes as marked, making 

sure the holes are more than deep enough to accept concrete rivets 
(provided).   

4. Put D-ring back into position and drop concrete rivets into holes, making 
sure that your holes are lined up well enough to allow rivets to enter 
fairly straight.   

5. Before pounding directly on the expansion shaft of the concrete rivet, 
pound on the lip of the rivet to drive it all the way into the hole (it may 
help to rest a flat head screwdriver on the lip and tap it in).  Seat both 
rivets. 

6. Once rivets are seated into the D-ring, pound the shafts all the way in to 
set the rivets in the ground.   

7. Flip up D-ring and connect webbing strap.  
 
*Please note Goffs does not consider this to be the ideal solution.  Ideally, wind ties would be sewn on to the bottom 
of the curtains.  The retrofit solution should only be used when no other options are available.  A local awning 
manufacturer may be able to assist in sewing the wind tie to your product.  Goffs does not warranty the retrofit wind 
ties. 


